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Medicines Discovery is hard. With high failure rates, often late in the discovery pipeline and ever-increasing
costs it is critical that we look for new ways to innovate in this field. Here at Medicines Discovery Catapult,
we seek to do just that using a data driven, patient centric approach. We have a highly inter-disciplinary and
collaborative team with expertise ranging from protein informatics to systems biology; imaging to genomics,
and cheminformatics to data science and software engineering; we are here to help you innovate and are on
the lookout for those “someone really needs to” challenges!
Data are being generated almost faster than their impact can be understood but are absolutely critical to
our understanding and ability to treat patients. From high throughput screening to highly specialised wet-lab
experiments, data has a central place in our ecosystem.

md.catapult.org.uk

We have utilised Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques combined with text mining to identify
new elements for knowledge discovery and developed novel models with our SME partners. Knowledge
extraction from clinical trials data combined with NLP has led to successful collaborations with patient-led
charities in the area of drug repurposing and production of target product profile. We use a combination
of chem- and bioinformatics techniques to assess the druggability of targets and perform high-throughput
screening to help partners drive forward their target and small molecule assets. Combining our state-of-theart platforms for multiplex tissue imaging and medical imaging technology, informatics is embedded into our
biomedical research infrastructure to advance the understanding of biological samples to a range of clinical
subjects. Additionally, workflows encompassing automated identification and extraction of relevant data
from graphs is applied to several projects with great success, as have systems biology and knowledge
graph-based approaches.

Here we highlight several of our successes and ask: how can we help you?
Extracting and Classifying Scientific Figures

Deep ADMET

Text mining biomedical literature is
an established practice within drug
discovery pipelines. MDC have identified
additional value by extracting, classifying
and indexing the figures from drug
discovery relevant scientific papers.
Our Machine Learning tools find and
extract figures from scientific journals,
providing the user with useful information
quickly and efficiently. Replace hours of
manually searching through literature
with automated ML pipelines. Along with
our partner Chief.AI we developed AI
models to classify figures, and tables. Our
data pipelines can then extract data from
these including SMILES, text and CSV.

Working with our partners Optibrium
and Inteligens we developed
machine learning algorithms and
pipelines to find ADMET data within
unstructured biomedical literature
that isn’t available through existing
open databases e.g. ChEMBL.
Additional ADMET data can then
be used to train improved QSAR
models to identify relevant chemical
structures for a particular target.
Optibrium, in collaboration with
Inteligens have developed Cerella™,
a state-of-the-art QSAR platform
leveraging the power of deep learning.

Finding Collaborators and
Enriching Biomedical Web Pages

Deep Chemotyping

MDC have developed a domain
specific search engine which
facilitates easy searching of UK
drug discovery organisations
by integrating website, patents,
clinical trials and grant data.
We have also developed a
browser extension which can
find, annotate, cross reference
and download compound, gene/
protein and disease references
within web pages and PDFs.

Our enhanced docking/reversedocking modular tools can help
determine the optimal biological
target for a given compound and
vice versa using an integrated
protocol of Docking, Molecular
Dynamics and 3D Deep Neural
Networks techniques.

Drug repurposing

AssayNET

Working with our
partners at
UK-SPINE we used
our tools and data
pipelines to assemble
a list of drugs which
could be filtered
based on efficacy,
tolerability and
safety in an elderly
population with multi
morbidities.

MDC are developing a
machine learning based
solution to identify, extract
and classify assays from
biomedical literature.
The solution joins up
clinical trial end points
with preclinical assays to
explore and optimise which
assays should be used
when developing a drug for
a particular disease.
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